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Disney in Spain (1930±1935) 
Jose Bellido and Kathy Bowrey 
 
This article looks at the ways in which the global brand par excellence ± Mickey Mouse ± 
spread throughout Spain in the early 1930s. In tracing the creative and commercial interplay 
with the Mickey character we show how the Disney Company failed to obtain any significant 
intellectual property rights in its own name or obtain a sympathetic hearing by Spanish 
patent and trademark officials. Yet this was undoubtedly a period of significant global 
development of the Disney brand. With the attempt to explain such an apparent contradictory 
situation, this article highlights the importance of the management of particular struggles in 




³The route taken by Mickey Mouse is more like that of a file in an office  
than it is OLNHWKDWRIDPDUDWKRQUXQQHU´ 
 





Today it is common for Mickey Mouse to be characterised as one of the most important, if 
not the most important, intellectual property assets of the modern era. The iconic status 
enjoyed by the character has led to the adoption of Mickey Mouse as the quintessential North 
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American rodent, let loose by the Disney corporation upon the rest of the world.2 Global 
familiarity with the character provides an opportunity to talk about the extension, 
globalisation and congestion of intellectual property rights, serving as a magnet for criticism 
and political claims about the nature and extent of corporate and legal power wielded over 
our everyday lives.3 However, this reading has eclipsed many interesting historical angles, 
and in particular the ways in which a whole new set of contractual arrangements and business 
configurations were put in place to support the emergence of this figure as a global 
merchandising legend, and how these arrangements interacted with the development of 
intellectual property practices. By looking at the specific case of Spain, this article explores 
the rise of Mickey Mouse from trademark to brand. Our study challenges the ways in which 
business history scholarship has focused on the importance of intangible rights to the 
development of the multinational and growth of global consumerism. Although we agree on 
the importance of trademarks to the emergence of the multinational firm,4 we think that there 
is a tendency to oversimplify the processes by which trademarks become intangible assets of 
the multinational corporation. The presumption underpinning much of that literature is that 
North American firms were naturally entitled to trademark protection in overseas territories 
and could easily obtain registrations and enforce these overseas with relative ease. We would 
like to move away from any idealised role of law presented there, where brands are often 
depicted as the development of OHJDOµULJKWV¶DVVHUWHGE\WKHPXOWLQDWLRQDO 
 
The distinction between the trademark and the brand has become common in marketing 
literature.5 It is described by Stefan Schwarzkopf in the following way. The trademark is 
WUHDWHG DV µD SXUHO\ OHJDO HQWLW\ RSHUDWLQJ LQ D FRPPHUFLDO FRQWH[W¶ DQG WKH EUDQG LV
µHPERGLHGLQLFRQVZKLFKDUHSURWHFWHGE\WUDGHPDUNVZKLOHEHLQJHPEHGGHGLQFXOWXUDODV
ZHOODVFRPPHUFLDOFRQWH[WV¶6 The strength of the distinction is derived from its attempt to 
draw attention to the importance of managerial and advertising expertise and other cultural 
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 :LONLQV 7KH 0DWXULQJ DQG ³7KH 1HJOHFWHG ,QWDQJLEOH´ VHH DOVR &KDQGOHU ³7KH (PHUJHQFH´ DQG 6FDOH 	
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factors that underpin trademark value, awareness and longevity. Again, we are sympathetic to 
WKLVREMHFWLYHEXWZHWKLQNWKDWLQUHOHJDWLQJWKHWUDGHPDUNWRWKHµSXUHO\OHJDO¶VSKHUe, the 
distinction often fails to capture the historically specific forms of relations emerging between 
culture, economy and the law that caused intangible properties to become valuable. This is 
especially interesting in the case of the Disney corporation in Spain, as the company did not 
own any of the significant trademarks or design rights, or enforce any copyright protection, in 
the period we study ± and yet the Disney brand still succeeded. This suggests that we need to 
look more carefully at the dynamics of the interrelationship between property and contract 
and the logistics that enabled and shaped the internationalisation of intellectual property 
µULJKWV¶ ,Q SDUWLFXODU LW LV LPSRUWDQW WR H[SORUH WKH ZD\V LQ ZKLFK DSSURSULDWLRQ DQG
investment coalesced historically and how trademark and licensing arrangements facilitated 
the making of business configurations that contributed to the rise of the global brand. 
 
International intellectual property in the early 1930s 
 
At the outset it is important to note that there were two relevant treaties in this era for the 
protection of North American intangible property abroad. The Paris Convention for the 
Protection of Industrial Property (1883) afforded protection to patents, trademarks and 
industrial designs of nationals of convention countries, on the same terms as available to their 
own citizens.7 The US joined the convention in 1887, which meant that North American 
firms could apply for patent, design and trademark registration in accordance with the laws 
that applied in the jurisdiction where they sought protection.8 As we shall see, in the early 
1930s Disney did not seem particularly interested in applying for design or trademark 
protection in Spain. However, a high degree of enthusiasm for the popular film character led 
to extensive commercial appropriation and assimilation of the character into Spanish folklore. 
Following from this, significant trademark registrations and design rights came to be held by 
Spanish traders. But when Disney complained, the rights of domestic traders were upheld by 
Spanish officials. It is therefore important to follow the history of these local traders who first 
manufactured Disney products and registered trademarks and designs to support their trade in 
order to consider how their profile and alignments rapidly changed at a very early stage. 
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 Article 2 of the Paris Convention (1883); for a discussion, see generally Ricketson, The Paris Convention. 
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The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Property (1886) was the 
treaty that facilitated international copyright protection. Although the US had not signed this 
copyrighW WUHDW\ WKH %HUOLQ 5HYLVLRQ RI  SURYLGHG D µEDFNGRRU¶ VROXWLRQ IRU 1RUWK
American authors and artists.9 Non-signatory countries could qualify for protection by issuing 
identical release dates for the publication in the US and a Berne Union country.10 American 
authors and artists were also entitled to protection under Article 50 of the Spanish Copyright 
/DZ  IROORZLQJ 86 UHFRJQLWLRQ RI 6SDLQ DV D µSURFODLPHG FRXQWU\¶ IURP .11 
However, they were only entitled to protection as known to Spanish copyright law. It was not 
at all clear that cartoon characters which began their life as artistic works or drawings, known 
to the Spanish public through reproduction on film, could be protected from unauthorised 
industrial application.12 Contrary to the contemSRUDU\XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIµLQWHOOHFWXDOSURSHUW\¶
as one comprehensive legal category that protects a wide array of intangible creations and 
products, in this era there was no such umbrella construct. Furthermore, as Bently and 
Sherman have discussed, the two international intellectual property treaties contributed to a 
bifurcated perception of legal rights, and along with this, a distinction between original 
authors and inventors and their respective protections.13 In turn, they were seen as piecemeal 
and limLWHG DYHQXHV RI SURWHFWLRQ GHSHQGLQJ XSRQ DQ LQWDQJLEOH FUHDWLRQ¶V SUHFLVH RULJLQ
form of manifestation and technicalities of specific copyright, design, patent and trademark 
laws.  
 
In the 1930s, outside the established book, newspaper and music publishing industries, few 
corporations had the strategic insight and the managerial infrastructure in place to arrange for 







regarding the copyright registration of North American citizens in Spain; Fernández Mourillo, Legislación y 
Propiedad Intelectual, 131±132. 
12
 Design proteFWLRQRI0LFNH\0RXVHZDVQRWVXIILFLHQWLQWKH8.VHH$QRQ³0LFNH\0RXVHLQ&RXUW´)RUD
similar comment on the possible existence of a legal gap, see Cabello Lapiedra and Martínez Garcimartín, La 
Propiedad Industrial en  España, 123. 
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effective foreign copyright protection, even assuming that this was available for film 
characters. Yet what our study reveals is how rights and relations were still able to be 
asserted through licence agreements entered into with local manufacturers and traders, 
UHJDUGOHVV RI WKH IRUPDO OHJDO FUHGHQWLDOV RI 'LVQH\¶V FRS\ULJKW DQG LQGXVWULDO SURSHUW\
ownership claims. These processes of negotiation and selection of local traders that had 
already established a market advantage led to the initial deployment of Disney agents and the 
appointment of licensees who ironically became more interested in trying to control the 
circulation of Disney products in Spain than Disney itself. In fact, as we shall see, licensees 
developed a more active role in opposing further Spanish Mickey registrations immediately 
after their appointment. So, rather than narrating a clear development of legal protection and 
expansion underpinning the transition from trademarks to brands, this history shows a more 
complicated assemblage of contacts, arrangements and appointments. Despite (or precisely 
because of) the limitations of intellectual property protection in Spain, the interactions 
between Disney and local commercial enterprises triggered a set of particular relations in 
which the object or property transacted was not just the use of a sign but the timely provision 
of specific services, publicity and information regarding the availability of Disney characters. 
The establishment of distinct managerial and contractual arrangements with affiliated local 
traders fragmented and dispersed earlier playfulness with the character. Combined with the 
rise of the international advertising firms that coordinated publicity campaigns and releases, 
these business and legal strategies helped secure a strong connection between Mickey, 
Disney and Disney-affiliated enterprises. Marketing ventures centring on licensed products, 
magazines and catalogues captured the imagination of fans and channelled goodwill into 
modes of consumption that served to reinforce authorised readings of signs, precipitating a 
shift from trademarks to brands and making the idea of a global franchise possible. 
 
In tracing the ways Disney adapted to the cultural, legal and business conditions of 1930s 
Spain, we show the importance of managerial strategies, the emergence of commercial and 
OHJDOLQIUDVWUXFWXUHVDQGWKHFRQWLQJHQWXVHRIµERUURZHG¶ORFDONQRZOHGJHDQGH[SHUtise, to 
the emergence of international brand consciousness in the early twentieth century. We argue 
WKDWFRQWUDU\WRZKDWLVRIWHQFODLPHGE\'LVQH\¶VPDQ\FULWLFVWKHUHPDUNDEOHVXFFHVVRIWKH
enterprise was not attributable to the unfolding of any grand corporate plan lying behind 
0LFNH\¶V HQGOHVV LWHUDWLRQV VHW ORRVH IURPD&DOLIRUQLDQKRPHEDVH5DWKHU WKH HQWHUSULVH
was, for its time, unusually adept and flexible in embracing and enrolling local interests and 
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enterprises open to business negotiation and collaboration that allowed the firm to capitalise 
on relevant manufacturing and trading opportunities, developing new forms of professional 
marketing and licensing expertise. Sensitivity to cultural, legal and economic contingencies 
was central to this success. It was the variety of these connections, modulations and 
interactions, more than any development of international intellectual property protection, that 
laid the foundation for the far more extensive intellectual property claims that came to 
distinguish the enterprise later in the twentieth century. 
 
 
Of mice and magic 
 
In December 1930 Carlos Gea contacted a distinguished trademark agent, Alfonso Ungría,14 
with the idea of registering a peculiar sign in the Spanish Patent and Trademark Office.15 Gea 
was a well-known figure of the citrus industry in Valencia,16 one of those entrepreneurs who 
had contributed to making the fruit desirable all over the world.17 Although the fruit came 
from orange groves near Valencia, its production was mainly destined for export.18 So, he 
decided to distinguish his products with a pictorial representation of a mouse, described in his 
DSSOLFDWLRQDVµSRSXODULVHGRQILOPV¶19 That mouse was none other than the famous character 
Mickey, with the long shoes and the oval buttons on his shorts. The following legend was 
LQVFULEHG DERYH WKLV ILJXUH LQ FDVH RI DQ\ GRXEW µ0LFNH\ 2UDQJHV¶ VHH )LJXUH 20 The 
application was particularly significant because trademark registrations, printed labels and 
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 Ungría, who had been a diplomat, became a member of the Spanish Institute of Trademark and Patent Agents 
in 1929, see letter Ungría to the President of COAPI, 11 September 1929 in COAPI Archives. His patent and 
trademark agency waV IRXQGHG LQ  VHH µ$GYHUW¶ Diario La Vanguardia, 1 November 1929, 4; see also 
8QJUtD³/H\\3UiFWLFDHQPDWHULD´±31.  
15
 Power of Attorney from Gea Uberos to Ungría, Valencia, November 1930; File 83, 398; AHOEPM. 
16
 µ2ELWXDU\¶'LDULR$%&$XJXVW1972, 74. 
17
 Vicente Abad notes that the zenith of the Spanish orange exports was 1930; see Abad, Historia de la Naranja, 
249. 
18
 References to agricultural trademarks with a suggestion that they could have been regulated differently can be 
found in Peraire, La marca de fábrica. Comentarios a la legislación vigente. Jurisprudencia civil y penal 23. 
19
 Trademark application from Carlos Gea Uberos, 3 December 1930, File 83, 398; AHOEPM.  
20
 Description of the application; File 83, 398; AHOEPM. 
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artistic design packaging were among the material features that allowed oranges to shift from 
simple agricultural products to marketable commodities.21 If there was one product or trade 
that epitomised Spain in this period, it was the orange.22 These Valencia oranges were for 
international distribution and the first Mickey trademark registration in Spain was in class 
four of the nomenclature: oranges.23 
 
*HD¶VLQWHUHVWLQWKHSDFNDJLQJRIKLVRUDQJHVIRUH[SRUWVKRZVWKHLQWHUQDWLRQDOVSUHDGRIDQ
$PHULFDQ µSDUDGLJP VKLIW¶ LQ WKH SDFNDJLQJ Dnd marketing of mass market and consumer 
products.24 If there was an association that could make the products more attractive to the 
consumers, and in particular to Americans, it was the celebrity of the moment: Mickey 
Mouse.25 In developing the international market for citrus, Gea sought to combine the local 
DQGWKHJOREDOWRFUHDWHDµFRQWH[WRIFRQVXPSWLRQ¶26 by linking the local product to a famous 
image to catch the attention of distributors and consumers. Less than two weeks after the 
DSSOLFDWLRQµ0LFNH\2UDQJHV¶ZDVSXEOLVKHGLQWKH6SDQLVKRIILFLDOWUDGHPDUNJD]HWWH27 No 
opposition was filed and having passed all the requirements stipulated in the corresponding 
trademark law,28 the application was successful.29 In February 1931 a registered trademark 
                                                          
21
 See Hudson-Richards, The Orange Proletariat; See also Arroyo, Las etiquetas naranjeras;  0LU³(WLTXHWDVGH
alimentos. Frutas. 0LVFHOiQHD´(3+-EPH/554(18) in BN. 
22
 On the debate concerning the citrus industry as the main source of Spanish national wealth in the 1930s, see 
³/D FDOLGDG GH OD QDUDQMD H[SRUWDGD´  0DOER\VVRQ ³(O PDUDYLOORVR HVSHFWiFXOR´ ±27. That oranges 
FRQTXHUHG WKH6SDQLVK LPDJLQDU\ LV DOVR UHIOHFWHG LQQRYHOV ,EDxH]¶ Entre Naranjos) and mascots (the 1982 
world cup mascot organised in Spain, was unsurprisingly, an orange).  
23




 See revista Gutiérrez, 6 December 1930, 18±³&RVDVGHO&LQH´La Vanguardia-DQXDU\>³7KH
Star That Interests Us Now is 0LFNH\ 0RXVH´@ ³(FRV \ 1RWLFLDV´ La Vanguardia, 1 May 1931, 16; Abad, 
³7KH2UDQJH7UDGHPDUNV´  WKHVH PDUNVKDG WKH µFOHDU LQWHQWLRQRISURPRWLQJ WKH FRQVXPSWLRQRI WKHVH
marks among the infant population, offering at the same time the possibility of collecting different scenes of 
WKHLUIDYRXULWHFKDUDFWHUVSULQWHGRQWKHSDSHUZKHUHWKHRUDQJHVZHUHSDFNHGXS¶ 
26
 $UYLGVVRQ³%UDQGV$ Critical 3HUVSHFWLYH´ 
27
 Boletín Oficial de la Propiedad Industrial, X; for some references to the institutional history of trademark law 
LQ6SDLQVHH6iL]DQG)HUQiQGH]3pUH]³&DWDORQLDQ7UDGHPDUNV´ 
28
 Estatuto sobre Propiedad Industrial, aprobado por Real Decreto-Ley de 26 de julio de 1929 (Industrial 
Property Code, approved by Royal-Decree Law, July 1929). 
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waV JUDQWHG WR &DUORV *HD IRU µ0LFNH\ 2UDQJHV¶ 7KLV ZDV WKH ILUVW 0LFNH\ 0RXVH PDUN
introduced into the Spanish Patent and Trademark Office and Gea was given a certificate of 
registration that constituted a juris tantum, a rebuttable presumption that the property right  
 
 
Figure 1. Spanish registered trademark 83,398 




noted on the register was valid.30 Soon another application followed suit. This application 
came from a rival citrus entrepreneur from the same province.31 However, there were some 
differences in the label design. Instead of a verbal reference to the character, the new 
application relied on an overall visual connection, showing the delightful mouse juggling 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
29
 Certificate of Registration, 21 February 1931, File 83, 398; AHOEPM. 
30
 See Ladas, Patents, Trademarks, and Related Rights, 1067.  
31
 Trademark application from Enrique Dealbert Nebot, File 84,619, AHOEPM, filed 11 March, 1931. 
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oranges.32 In order to avoid being held confusingly similar, the application transliterated the 
ZRUGµPRXVH¶µPDXV¶DQGGURSSHGRQHOHWWHUWREHFRPHµ0LFNH¶VHH)LJXUH33 However, 
these efforts were not enough. Although crate labels decorated with Mickey in full juggling 
mode captured the trade connection even better than the first sign, arriving a few weeks later 
at the office meant that the registration was limited to fruits except oranges.34 The chances of 
making a difference in a competitive marketplace resided not in having an exclusive right to a 
Mickey mark but in the productive use of the figure to advertise products. Mickey was so 




Figure 2. Spanish registered trademark 84,619. Image courtesy of AHOEPM 
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 Description of the trademark, Enrique Dealbert Nebot, File 84,619 AHOEPM, filed 11 March, 1931 
33
 Trademark Application, File 84,619; AHOEPM, filed 11 March, 1931. 
34
 Certificate of Registration, File 84,619, AHOEPM filed 23 July, 1931. Trademark law requires traders to 
stipulate a class of goods to which a particular mark will be applied and further tries to prevent a monopoly 
emerging that could restrict the rights of other traders in that class by allowing for more fine-grained 
delineations of rights for competing marks.  
35








Throughout the early 1930s images of celebrities were used to advertise a huge range of 
products, including sweets and other junk food available for purchase, much of which was 
individually wrapped and sold in corner stores. For instance, one American parenting manual 
from 1928 was so concerned by the health implications of this development that the book 
recommended mothers combat FKLOGUHQ¶VUHVLVWDQFHWRXQKHDOWK\IRRGVE\PDVWHULQJWKHDUW
RIµVHOOLQJIRRGWRFKLOGUHQ¶WKHPVHOYHVµ:K\QRWQDPHDIHZGLVKHVDIWHUWKHVHKHURHV":K\
QRWµ%DEH5XWK¶V+RPH3ODWH¶RUµ0DU\3LFNIRUG¶V%HDXW\&RPSRXQG¶"¶36 This strategy was 
suggested as the foundation for an ambitious campaign to get children to eat spinach three 
WLPHVDZHHN6SDQLVK0LFNH\IUXLWODEHOVUHIOHFWHGDVLPLODULQWHUHVWLQµXSGDWLQJ¶WKHLPDJH
of traditional foods, such as the humble orange, in the face of the increasing availability of 
new manufactured snack foods. Soon, Pedro Monsonis, another well-known citrus 
entrepreneur from the same Spanish region,37 labelled his oranges with trade material 
depicting two Mickeys pulling a giant orange apart.38 His label also included what some 
commentators have identified as a trademark constant: the introduction of quality indicators 
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 0RWKHU¶V2ZQ%RRN 61.  
37
 &DEDOOHU ³(QULTXH0RQVRQtVXQ OLEHUDOFRQYHQFLGR´ Diario El País, 8 October 2011; See also Monsonís, 








Figure 3: Pedro Monsonis (Valencia) ± Unregistered Label. Courtesy of Rafael Llop 
 
 
Another key figure in the Spanish citrus industry, José Ventura, also tried to create an 
emotional attachment to his products by using the figure of the lovable mouse. Ironically, the 
proliferation of similar signs and the particular dynamic context from which these marks 
sprang paved the way for a creative contest in which the victorious protagonist was 
undoubtedly Mickey. In popular terms, the mouse had definitely defeated the cat (see Figure 
4).40 While fruit labels began as marketing tools directed at retailers and distributors, with the 
trademark most visible on the packing crates, Mickey was also deployed as a signalling 
device to individualise oranges themselves.41 In 1930, a citrus export group from Valencia 
and Alcoy was granted permission to install a new machine that issued silk and tissue paper 
                                                          
40
 'H 0DQWLOOD ³/DV SHOtFXODV GH GLEXMRV DQLPDGRV´  &HQWHQR ³'LEXMRV 6RQRURV´  *yPH] 0HVD Los 
films de dibujos animados. 
41
 )RU D KLVWRU\ RI WKHVH SDFNDJLQJ GHYLFHV VHH .DUS ³2UDQJH :UDSSHUV´ ±124. See also some brief 
comments in Hyman, Oranges. A Global History, 52±53.  
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to wrap and pack oranges.42 For some citrus entrepreneurs, Mickey became an ideal mark to 
be used in orange wrappers because he could distinctively personalise the humble, individual 
RUDQJH0RUHRYHUKLVSRSXODULW\ZDVLPDJLQHGWREHDPDJQHWWRDWWUDFWWKHFRQVXPHU¶VH\H
to their oranges, marking their goods out from the near identical produce of the other 
traders.43 The sign was specifically designed to help distinguish the oranges in fruit shops. In 
that sense, it marked a crucial stage in the transformation of oranges into commodity 
products.44 Since crates were easily discarded by retailers or distributors, enfolding the 
orange in wrapping paper helped the trademark to survive shipment contingencies. As we can 
see from the illustrations, both crate labels and orange wrappers appealed to the foreign eye.45 
The accompanying messages were not written in Spanish but in the language of the importing 
country in which these oranges were going to be sold.46 
 
Mickey was seen as a naughty, magical film star, a distinctive cultural artefact that came to 
represent an object and an anthropomorphic subject in one. He was described by American 
ILOPFULWLF/HRQDUG0DOWLQLQWKHVHWHUPVµ1RZKLVH\HVKDGLULVHVDQGSXSLOVZKLFKPHDQW
that they looked more realistic, more human and could effect a greater range of expression, 
perhaps it might be imagLQHG WKDW 0LFNH\ 0RXVH ZDV DOVR LQ SRVVHVVLRQ RI D VRXO¶47 
Anthropomorphism has been well studied in anthropology, psychology and marketing 
literature.48 As evidenced in cave drawing and folklore, attributing human qualities to 
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 )UDQFN &RFKR\ KDV WUDFHG WKH PDWHULDO DJHQF\ RI µSDFNDJLQJ¶ VHH &RFKR\ ³$ %ULHI 7KHRU\´ 6HH DOVR
3RWWDJH³1R0RUH/RJR´ 
45
 As 9LFHQWH $EDG QRWHV VRPH WUDGHUV µZRUULHG DERXW GHVLJQLQJ WKHLU PDUNV DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH WDVWHV RI WKH
PDUNHWVWRZKLFKWKH\ZHUHDGGUHVVHG¶LQ$EDG³7KH2UDQJH7UDGHPDUNV´ 
46
 Trademarks and labels written in a foreign language were accompanied by the name of the manufacturer and 
his or her locality as stated in Peraire, La marca de fábrica, 39. 
47
 Maltin, Of Mice and Magic, 40; as cited in Leslie, Hollywood Flatlands, 32.  
48




inanimate objects was considered a universal phenomenon. It helped children interact with 
and relate to the non-material world and to understand the social order.49 Anthropomorphism 
was, however, also particularly useful to advertisers who, by their selection, sought to invest 
otherwise mundane goods with a range of emotional qualities to make them appear more 
interesting and attractive. In trademark terms figurative marks were readily recognisable, 
often bearing known qualities that can be appropriated to the product that adopts the sign.50 
However, whilst traditionally the tiger, for example, might signal strength, the arrival of 




Figure 4. Jose Ventura Oranges (Alcira)- Unregistered Label 
Courtesy of Museo de la Naranja de Burriana 
 




 Mollerup, Marks of Excellence, 128.  
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A glance at these fruit labels and orange trademarks evidences what Henry Jenkins once 
described as the logic of emotional intensification that shapes most popular culture.51 Mickey 
was interviewed, had birthdays and cool fan clubs.52 The character was simultaneously 
traded, read and transacted. In that specific sense, Mickey was a feisty companion to play 
ZLWK WR OHDUQ DQG WR KDYH µIXQ¶ ZLWK 7KH EURDGHU PHGLD LQWHUHVW LQ 0LFNH\ PDNLQJ WKH
PRXVHµRQHRIXV¶53 was a trend highly visible in Spanish newspapers and magazines.54 This 
cultural activity only further invested registered and unregistered Mickey-inspired trademarks 
with commercial value wherever the reportage extended, and this in turn encouraged further 
appropriations. 
 
The uses of enchantment 
 
0LFNH\¶VPHGLDXELTXLW\ JHQHUDWHGGLVWLQFWLYH Oocal effects. Imaginings of the mouse were 
quickly merged with local folktales, stories, and myths already in place in Spain. For 
LQVWDQFHQHZVSDSHUVUHSRUWHG0LFNH\¶VHQJDJHPHQWLQWUDGLWLRQDOIHVWLYDOV55 To some extent 
it could be argued, as Rosemary CRRPEH VXJJHVWV WKDW µWH[WV SURWHFWHG E\ LQWHOOHFWXDO
SURSHUW\ ODZV>«@DUHFXOWXUDO IRUPV WKDWDVVXPHORFDOPHDQLQJV LQ WKH OLIHZRUOGVRI WKRVH
ZKR LQFRUSRUDWH WKHP LQWR WKHLU GDLO\ OLYHV¶56 Yet there is an important issue to be noted 
here: as discussed above, there were no Spanish intellectual property rights held by Walt 
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Disney in the early 1930s.57 Disney lodged no trademark or design registrations. Copyright in 
an artistic work did not prevent industrial uses of a derivative design. Neither was a corporate 
strategy clearly established to directly profit from the mouse beyond the money the animated 
cartoons could generate outside of the US. There were some ad hoc merchandising 
arrangements in place across Europe, such as the licensing of a Mickey Mouse doll made by 
the British company Deans and Sons in 1929,58 where Deans had registered the design rights 
in their own name.59 More permanent arrangements were beginning to be considered with 
'LVQH\¶V HQJDJHPHQW RI DQ DJHQW :LOOLDP %DQNV /HY\ LQ /RQGRQ LQ 1930.60 Levy had 
previously worked as general manager for Powers Cinephone, a company that manufactured 
sound equipment for the cinema that was used by Disney from 1929.61 He was tasked with 
licensing Mickey in the UK.62 There was a similar arrangement with US toymaker Georg 
Borgfeldt & Co, who had also registered German Mickey trademarks in association with 
Disney in 1930.63 Yet for the most part Disney was playing catch-up in Europe ± reacting to, 
rather than initiating, international merchandising activity. In this regard, although North 
American corporations were effectively exploring patent pools and seeking trademarks which 
impacted upon the development of various industries,64 in this era the activity appears to have 
been limited to attempts at developing managerial control over the technologies of mass 
manufacturing abroad. It needs to be noted that one of the techniques adopted in the 1930s 
that aided syndication by allowed for a speedy Trans-Atlantic transmission of imagery was 
the dry mat or matrix.65 
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Contemporary cultural studies and intellectual property scholars often criticise Disney as 
housing corporate plans to appropriate and homogenise national folklore, particularly after 
the success of the film Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937).66 But the dynamic in Spain 
was precisely the opposite. There was no plan to appropriate traditional narratives and folk 
WDOHV+RZHYHU0LFNH\¶VSRSXODULW\XQLQWHQWLRQDOO\EURXJKWWKHPRXVHLQWRLQWHUDFWLRQZLWK
ORFDO P\WKV DQG OHJHQGV 6XLWDEO\ QLFNQDPHG µ5DWyQ 0LJXHOLWR¶67 the first encounter the 
Spanish Mickey had with a local narrative was with another anthropomorphic mouse: a 
FKDUDFWHU IURP DQ DQRQ\PRXV IDLU\ WDOH OHJHQG NQRZQ DV µ5DWyQ 3pUH]¶68 Unlike Mickey, 
Pérez was a tooth fairy in a tale that had its origins in oral tradition and had made an 
appearance in the printed world via a book written by Luis Coloma in 1902.69 The meeting 
between mice was so productive for the Spanish and Latin American media that some 
commentators rebranded Mickey (or Miguelito) as Ratón Pérez, while others preferred to 
think of a battle between them.70 These games of free association also influenced some 
corporate attempts to register a new Mickey trademark. In the summer of 1931 the Spanish 
Patent and Trademark Office received a trademark application depicting a grotesque version 
of Mickey Mouse playing the fiddle (see Figure 5).71 While it is possible to recognise the 
Mickey image from the film released by Disney in 1930,72 the striking point to note here is 
that the application was not made by the US company itself but by a company located in 
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Figure 5. Spanish registered trademark 86,388 
Courtesy of AHOEPM 
 
 
Represented by the doyen of Spanish trademark agents, Alberto de Elzaburu,73 the 
application was for a label to be applied on discs in order to distinguish a song written by 
Harry Carlton.74 Curiously, and somewhat ironically, the trademark combined the names 
Mickey Mouse and Ratón Pérez to fix the connection in the mind of Spanish consumers.75 
However, the impression did not last. No Spaniard today would identify Mickey with Pérez. 
Each mouse came to lead a distinctive commercial life. A plausible explanation as to why the 
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two characters came to be distinguished over the years is not to be found by reading the 
records of the law courts. No case was ever brought to delineate what was public and what 
was private around any intangible property rights that could be claimed. However, it might be 
possible to hypothesise an answer outside of positive law. 
 
In the 1920s and 30s cinemas would rent films from distribution companies, and film trade 
PDJD]LQHVDQGµILOPH[SORLWDWLRQVHUYLFHV¶SURYLGHGFUHDWLYHPDUNHWLQJDGYLFHDQGDGYHUWLVHG
strategies to independent cinema owners to accompany new and popular releases.76 With the 
arrivDORIFKLOGUHQ¶VILOPVDQG6DWXUGD\FKLOGUHQ¶VPDWLQHHVFKLOGUHQ- centred social activities 
were also encouraged. These could involve talent contests, competitions, fancy-dress and tie-
ins with local businesses. The Mickey Mouse fan club owes its heritage to this practice.77 
Though presented as innocent, family-oriented community activity, it is a good example of 
WKHFRPPRGLILFDWLRQRISOD\ZKHUHVSRQWDQHRXVµQDWXUDO¶VRFLDOEHKDYLRXURIFKLOGUHQWKDW
has little direct economic value comes to be organised into social activity that is much more 
economically productive. The fan club and the overall interest in Mickey played a critical 
role in constructing a distinctive cultural popular icon, a media personality, consequently 
helping to differentiate the authorised character from that of other local legends.78 Fan clubs 
provided an opportunity for the social regulation of fans. Guided by the Disney campaign 
ERRNOHW WKH FOXEV KHOSHG SURPRWH GHVLUHG UHDGLQJV RI WKH FKDUDFWHU DQG WR µFRUUHFW¶
unwelcome local associations, such as the connection with Ratón Pérez. Fan clubs played a 
normative role in delineating property boundaries and investing trademarks with preferred 
meaning. By 1932 Mickey Mouse clubs boasted more than a million members.79 Spain was 
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not an exception.80 The Mickey fan club not only contributed to making sales,81 it facilitated 
0LFNH\¶VXQLYHUVDODSSHDODWWKHJUDVVURRWVUHPRYLQJWKHFXOWXUDOUHVRQDQFHRIORFDODWWHPSWV
WRDVFULEHGLIIHUHQWFKDUDFWHULVWLFVWRWKHSRSXODUILJXUHVRKHFRXOGµFRUUHFWO\¶IXQFWLRQDVDQ
international brand. Clubs were, however, only one of the important means by which 
consumers were directly linked to the production, marketing and distribution of Mickey 
Mouse as a distinctive form of intangible property.82 
 
Toys, sweets and biscuits 
 
7R\VFLJDUHWWHFDUGVDQGVZHHWVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKSRSXODUFKLOGUHQ¶VILOPFKDUDFWHUVZHUHDQ
obvious tie-in.83 As Kenneth Brown has recently noted in relation to toys, all these objects 
FRQVWLWXWHWKHHSLWRPHRIDPRGHUQFRQVXPHUJRRGµDnon-essential item subject to a demand 
that fluctuates not only with the availability of disposable income but also according to the 
ZKLPV RI SRSXODU WDVWH DQG IDVKLRQ¶84 The commercial value of tie-ins was noted by Roy 
'LVQH\ µ7KH VDOHRI DGROO WR DQ\ member of a household is a daily advertisement in that 
KRXVHKROGIRURXUFDUWRRQVDQGNHHSVWKHPDOO0LFNH\0RXVH0LQGHG¶85 7KHRUDQJHWUDGHU¶V
distinctive marketing plan was significantly undermined when Spanish candy bars bearing 
Mickey Mouse also emerged to compete for consumer attention. Mickey also started to take 
the form of distinctive toys, locally made. One citrus entrepreneur astute enough to see profit 
in these media flows was Rogelio Sanchís Bernia (1888±1936), who supplemented his citrus 
trade by making toys in a small town in the region of Valencia.86 In the late 1920s his toy 
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DQ\ SUHYLRXV H[SHULHQFH LQ WR\ PDQXIDFWXUH¶ VDLG :HQJHO µ+H VWDUWHG LQ IUXLW SDFNLQJ DQG VRPHKRZ JRW
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company, La Isla, was getting a name for making distinctive toys representing Hollywood 
film and cartoon stars such as Felix the Cat, Laurel & Hardy and Buster Keaton.87 
Immediately after Mickey was released, he incorporated the mouse into his portfolio of 
tinplate sparklers and wind-up toys (see Figure 6).88 What made these toys remarkable was 
not that they were ± as one collector says ± µWKHILQHVW'LVQH\ZLQG-ups ever PDGH¶89 Rather, 
WKHLUPRVW LQWHUHVWLQJ IHDWXUHZDVKRZWKH\EHFDPHWREHFRQVLGHUHGDV µ'LVQH\ WR\V¶7KH
combination of distinctiveness and local imagination was not only attractive to children ± 
Disney representatives in Europe appear to have been so enFKDQWHGZLWK5RJHOLR¶VWR\VWKDW
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Figure 6: Minnie Mouse carrying Felix in a cage (RS La Isla Toys) 
Courtesy of Hake¶s Americana & Collectibles 
 
 
It should be remembered that it would have been difficult for Disney to sue. The La Isla toy 
could not be described as an unauthorised appropriation of MickH\RUD µSLUDF\¶JLYHQWKDW
Disney had still failed to register any trademarks or design rights in Spain, and the scope of 
copyright protection for industrial objects was at best, undetermined. Indeed, if Disney had 
lodged applications for industrial rights, as will be discussed shortly, it is not clear how any 
registrations would have been determined. Yet, such was the confidence of the Disney 
FRPSDQ\¶VHQWLWOHPHQWWRDXWKRULVHDOO0LFNH\-related enterprise that in September 1934 the 
new Disney representative for Spain, Portugal and Italy, Pierre de Beneducci, granted La Isla 
one of the first Disney licences for Spain.91 While close analyses of early Disney contractual 
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arrangements are scarce, probably due to the restrictions of access imposed by corporate 
archivists and lawyers,92 these documents are an invaluable source for considering the ways 
LQ ZKLFK LQWHOOHFWXDO SURSHUW\ µULJKWV¶ ZHUH FRQFHLYHG QHJRWLDWHG DQG FRQVWLWXWHG LQ WKLV
period. The Spanish 1934 contract appears to have been DisnH\¶V PDLQ DWWHPSW WR DVVHUW
LQWDQJLEOHµULJKWV¶RYHUZKDWZHUHDVSLUDWLRQDOO\GHVFULEHGDVµ'LVQH\FUHDWLRQV¶7KLVJHQHULF
term elides the legal definitional problem of the rights constituted by the agreement. The 
content of the rights came to be defined by the business practices engaged to commodify the 
µFUHDWLRQV¶ ,QWHUHVWLQJO\ 'LVQH\ SODFHG LWVHOI XQGHU WKH VSHFLILF REOLJDWLRQ WR SURYLGH
samples and models that might be suitable for character merchandising to the licensee. In 
return, La Isla conceded by giving Disney the right to approve the Disney products they 
created. The constant exchange of information and materials authorised by the contract 
created a dynamic logistical network that generated the possibilities for exploitation and 
FUHDWLRQRIµLQWHOOHFWXDOSURSHUW\¶YDOXH$OWKRXJKWKHFRQWUDFWLQFOXGHGDVHFXULW\FODXVHWKH
commission fee paid by the Spanish licensee was significantly low (5%), a term that surely 
made the engagement attractive to the local manufacturer. Another element that made the 
contract particularly interesting was the careful way in which it limited the scope of the right 
WR PDQXIDFWXUH µ'LVQH\ FUHDWLRQV¶ 'LVQH\ IUDPHG WKH ULJKW DV RQO\ FRYHULQJ WLQ SODWH DQG
mechanical toys. This confinement followed a similar logic to that of the trademark registry, 
carving out the specific goods and services for the constitution of a trademark, while leaving 
open the potential for other exclusive licensing arrangements that could arise utilising other 
equipment and plant. 
 
In sum, the La Isla contract illustrated an early Disney synergistic business practice,93 an 
attempt to strengthen the marketing chain by enlisting entrepreneurs who were already 
manufacturing Disney products locally. Rather than being a threat, unlicensed Spanish 
µSLUDWH¶DFWLYLW\LQLWLDOO\KHOSHGGHYHORSWKHYDOXHRIWKH'LVQH\EUDQGLQ6SDLQ,WPDGHPRUH
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commercial sense to work with existing channels and bring them into the fold. Outsourcing 
manufacturing also avoided the administration and costs associated with tariffs on imported 
goods and with establishing new distribution and retail chains.94 This low-key strategy 
allowed the company to quickly and efficiently establish a presence in new areas, connecting 
the US company with a much broader class of goods and services. An association with 
Disney was facilitated, regardless of the actual origins of the product design and 
manufacturing. Instead of using the law defensively, an informal use of intellectual property 
claims served as a framework to set up the conditions for international production and 
distribution going forward. These local engagements are also credited with providing a 
IHHGEDFNHIIHFWIRU'LVQH\¶VIXWXUHFUHDWLYLW\$V)RUJDFVKDVREVHUYHG 
 
[I]t is likely that the success of character licensing and merchandising, which took off 
almost immediately after the film debut of Mickey Mouse in 1928, played a part in 
VKLIWLQJ'LVQH\DQLPDWLRQWRZDUGVERWKFXWHQHVVDQGDPRUHµIDPLO\¶-oriented product 
because it demonstrated the potential of the toys and gadgets market as a source of 
additional revenue. The syndication to newspapers and magazines of cartoon strips 
(handled by King Features Syndicate) and the licensing arrangements with foreign 
publishers probably reinforced this feedback effect on the Studio, because they 
confirmed the worldwide success of the core Disney characters (Mickey, Goofy, 
Donald, the Three Little Pigs) and encouraged the Studio to produce more characters 
like them who could undergo development in the comics and consumer goods 
markets. 95 
 
After the citrus entrepreneurs, the second wave of businessmen to come to the Spanish Patent 
and Trademark Office, hoping that a registered Mickey would distinguish their products, 
were the makers of biscuits and sweets. A confectionary manufacturer successfully registered 
WKH WUDGHPDUN µ0LNL¶ IRUELVFXLWV LQ96 One year later, biscuit entrepreneur María Bea 
Biosca visited the patent and trademark office with similar ambitions.97 The subject of her 
trademark application, a humorous drawing of Mickey Mouse with large hands and open 
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mouth,98 successfully passed the bureaucratic hurdles and the trademark was granted on 14 
January 1935.99 Presumably both traders applied for a trademark thinking that they had found 
a novel means to attract customers ± real sales appeal of particular interest to children and 
families. However, the surprising thing is that after making the effort to navigate the 
bureaucratic process of registering the trademarks, both renounced their rights to their marks 
in 1935.100 This action is most astonishing in the case of the second applicant, since she 
abandoned the trademark only two weeks after obtaining it.101 Neither party gave an 
explanation as to why they had so suddenly and completely renounced their rights; it is 
plausible to surmise that they did so after feeling the pressure of a licensed network that was 
VSUHDGLQJDFURVV6SDLQDVSLGHU¶VZHERIOLFHQVLQJDQGDVVRFLDWHGLQFRPHVWUHDPVXQGHUO\LQJ
intangible properties. The culturally imperialistic implications of this acquiescence to 




Globally licensed networks 
 
Less than a decade after MLFNH\ZDVERUQODZ\HUVFDPHWRUHFRJQLVHKLPDVµRQHRIWKHPRVW
SRZHUIXOPHUFKDQGLVLQJIRUFHVLQWKHZRUOG¶103 And as Jane Gaines declared much later, it is 
a paradigmatic, textbook example of the productive use of intellectual property.104 Disney 
had built a network of licensees by forging alliances locally,105 and had developed the 
ambition to succeed as an international business. However, rather than reading this as the 
origins of a distinctive West Coast or American hegemony, we would draw attention to the 
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role of local collaborations, networks and expertise that was central to the development of 
'LVQH\¶VOLFHQVLQJDFWLYLW\*OREDOFXOWXUDODZDUHQHVVRIWKLVPRGHUQFRUSRUDWLRQRULJLQDWHG
from turning ad hoc relations between the US filmmaker and local businesses into a more 
orderly and controlled web of association. As we have seen, business ventures originated 
with free play that sought to capitalise on the popularity of the Mickey character in Spain, at a 
time when centralised control by the company was impossible. Foreign corporate enterprises 
were much better suited at that time to reading local demand and servicing production, 
wholesaling and retailing. For Mickey marks to become truly productive for Disney as a 
distinctive global brand that they controlled, there were other important developments and 
trade connections that needed to occur. The maturation of commercial dynamics that assisted 
Disney in securing control is best explained with reference to a particularly innovative 
commercial venture that took place in the early 1930s. An alliance was formed between 
Lambert Pharmaceutical, toy and card publisher Waddington, and Disney (See figure 7). 
Spanish children were given a free paper mask when their parents bought them a tube of a 
particular branded toothpaste (a product of increasing importance, perhaps, given the dental 
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Figure 7. 0LFNH\¶V6SDQLVKPDVN/DPEHUW3KDUPDFHXWLFDO:DGGLQJWRQDQG'LVQH\ 
Courtesy of UCL Photography Department. 
 
 
Combining the commercial forces of a toothpaste manufacturer, a paper maker and an 
entertainment company is an excellent example of market penetration through creative, 
specialist novelty marketing to children.107 7KHWULFNRIPDNLQJWRRWKSDVWHµNLG-IULHQGO\¶ZDV
a smart advertising idea that worked well for all three parties involved.108 Exactly the same 
campaign was simultaneously launched in distant places such as the United Kingdom,109 
Australia,110 and New Zealand.111 While it was a significant premium-based strategy in which 
incentive-gifts were given to consumers promoting brand loyalty, the idea of having a 
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globally synchronised campaign was highly innovative.112 There are (at least) two features 
underlying this marketing scheme that need to be highlighted. First, the campaign could only 
take place thanks to the global expansion of multinational advertising agencies that had 
occurred in the late 1920s.113 The infrastructure and connectivity of multinationals such as J. 
Walter Thompson (JWT) and their local correspondents appear to have been crucial to 
forging these innovative trade alliances.114 Secondly, the masks given away (and the ads that 
announced them) were among the first products in Spain to incorporate the legend, 
µ$XWKRULVHG E\ :DOW 'LVQH\ (QWHUSULVHV¶ 6LPSO\ E\ JLYLQJ OLFHQVHG 0LFNH\ DQG 0LQQLH
masks for free, Disney cemented ties with consumers and educated them into the protocols of 
consumption. In that sense, the advertising scheme helped to shift the balance of forces in the 
FRPSDQ\¶V IDYRXU HQDEOLQJ WUDGHPDUN OLFHQFHV WR EHFRPH DGYHUWLVLQJ WRROV in themselves, 
and in turn allowing for the further professionalisation and growth of the advertising industry 
LQPDUNHWLQJ µSUHPLXPEUDQGV¶115 This facilitated the development and internationalisation 
of trademark practice in the following decade.116  
 
That Spanish licensees perceived a change in commercial culture as being underway can be 
seen in trademark disputes that arose after the mysterious trademark withdrawal of the first 
biscuit purveyor, mentioned above. Three days after Biosca renounced her trademark on 4 
February 1935, another biscuit manufacturer applied for a Mickey trademark.117 The 
applicant was a company named Loste, headquartered in Tarragona and one of the best-
known Spanish biscuit manufacturers of the twentieth century.118 Curiously enough, a 
covering letter from the Disney representative in Europe, Pierre de Beneducci, was part of 
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 Bravo, Walter Thompson España. 
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 Trademark Application, File 0,102,173; AHOEPM, filed 14 February, 1935. 
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their application.119 The letter was directly addressed to the comptroller, letting him know 
that they had granted the company an authorisation to use and register Mickey Mouse as a 
trademark in Spain for confectionary, chocolates, candies and jams.120 Unsurprisingly, the 
DSSOLFDWLRQ ZDV RSSRVHG E\ WKH KROGHU RI WKH WUDGHPDUN µ0LNL¶ ZKR KDG EHHQ SURGXFLQJ
biscuits so labelled since 1933. He argued that there were phonetic, conceptual and visual 
similarities between the marks that precluded the granting of the new application under 
section 124.1 of the Spanish Industrial Property Code (1929).121 Despite the force of his 
argument, it is unclear whose rights would have prevailed as a matter of law because, again, 
there was an intriguing and sudden trademark withdrawal before the decision of the 
comptroller was made.122 Combined with the earlier examples, this was clear evidence of a 
reluctance to let the comptroller publically decide who owned what rights, in favour of the 
parties coming to terms under a veil of confidentially. This raises the notion of licensing 
arrangements operating as a form of private registration of rights, with, in the event of 
litigation, a practice of coming to terms with the other side to ensure the minimum amount of 
public oversight. 
 
In 1934 Disney launched an annual merchandising catalogue.123 It listed licensed products 
and manufacturers. It also included notation of the European branches established to manage 
the rights available to facilitate further licensing and revenue streams.124 The production of an 
annual catalogue reinforced the idea that discrete products were connected through a chain of 
DXWKRULVDWLRQ RI µULJKWV¶ PDQDJHG E\ 'LVQH\¶V DJHQWV DQG WKDW RSSRUWXQLWLHV ZHUH WR EH
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constantly renewed. Over time, this coordination also made possible the idea of 
µVWDQGDUGLVDWLRQ¶RI WKH'LVQH\ UDQJH$FFRUGLQJ WRFXOWXUDOKLVWRULDQVDQGFROOHFWRUV
ZDVµWKHPRVWVXFFHVVIXO\HDUHYHU known to the manufacturers of the Walt Disney Character 
0HUFKDQGLVH¶125 The curating of Disney product into a catalogue not only increased the 
number of products bearing Disney characters and made it easier for retailers to source 
desirable merchandise;126 it also led to a new integration between products and signs that 
mushroomed in the Spanish marketplace and abroad.127 It affected the meaning of signs, 
heralding a shift from production to merchandising, from trademark to international brand. 
Rather than the mark operating as a sign attached to particular goods and services, it was 
increasingly associated with the much more abstract, affective properties of the Mickey 
character which was coming to be represented in essentially the same way across the 
globe.128 Mickey products such as paper masks were not just given away with toothpastes to 
influence purchasing choices about a particular branded toiletry product.129 Branding came to 
dictate consumer choice in a different way to the past. Originally a label and recognisable 
trademark merely helped to communicate fitness for purpose and the source of the product, 
and to allow for consumer past experience to be brought to bear on consumption choice. But 
through the management of brand associations a chain of signs became a much more complex 
FRQGXLW RI FXOWXUDO PHDQLQJ DQG µV\PEROLF FDSLWDO¶ WKURXJK LWV DVVRFLDWLRQ ZLWK WKH 'LVQH\
brand. As Pierre Bourdieu has noted: 
 
This economy demands a social world which judges people by their capacity for 
consumption, their µVWDQGDUGRIOLYLQJ¶WKHLUOLIHVW\OHDVPXFKDVE\WKHLUFDSDFLW\IRU
production. It finds ardent spokesmen in the new bourgeoisie of the vendors of 
symbolic goods and services, the directors and executives of firms in tourism and 
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journalism, publishing and the cinema, fashion and advertising, decoration and 
property development.130 
 
Character merchandising assisted in the development of symbolic capital, to the mutual 
advantage of all the authorised producers and manufacturers that appeared in the catalogue. 
The specific toothpaste, for instance, could then be distinguished by a characterisation and 
meaning that was beyond the reach of competitors. In exchange, the Disney brand was further 
universalised and entrenched in the global consciousness. This activity led to a complex 
RYHUOD\LQJRIPHDQLQJVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKVLJQVDQG WKLVFRPSOH[LW\µHPSRZHUHG¶FRQVXPHUV 
in their consumption choices, allowing them to playfully engage with brands within the 
confines of corporate-sanctioned associations. Disney continued licensing without necessarily 
resolving all potential conflicts or obstacles posed by rights to other marks on the register and 
in the marketplace, and without registering its own marks across a range of classes of goods 
and services. Their ambiguous legal status in Spain produced more than one headache for 
newly established Disney licensees. In the last months of 1934 and the beginning of 1935 




Walt Disney, from Barcelona 
 
Not everybody who applied for a Mickey trademark withdrew or abandoned their application. 
In March 1934, José Geis Bosch went to the patent and trademark office to register a 
beautiful trademark in class 44 (textiles) depicting not only Mickey but also his girlfriend 
Minnie (see Figure 8).132 His application too, was opposed. What made this opposition 
different from the cases mentioned above was the profile of the opponent. The opposition 
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was not raised by a Disney licensee but by Disney himself. Walter E. Disney, astonishingly 
GHVFULEHGDVDVXEMHFWGRPLFLOHGLQ%DUFHORQDIRUPDOO\RSSRVHG*HLV%RVFK¶VDSSOLFDWLRQ133 
He claimed to be the creator of the two beloved characters as evidenced by the posters and 
adverts he forwarded to the office. The applicant, Geis Bosch, did not desist in his attempt to 
register, and submitted a forceful response that attacked the form and the substance of 
'LVQH\¶VRSSRVLWLRQ,QIDFWWKHDZNZDUGZD\LQZKLFK'LVQH\KDGRSSRVHGWKHDSSOLFDWLRQ 
indicated a weakness which was of strategic advantage to Geis Bosch.134 'LVQH\¶V VHOI-
description as the creator and proprietor of the characters enabled the applicant to argue a 
significant point of law. A trademark was an industrial property right, where ownership came 
from local use and registration of the sign. This was not about copyright, which arises with 
authorship.135 The submission of adverts and posters for films only underlined a lack of 
documentary proof to support a trademark opposition. Since there was no trademark 
certificate that could challenge the application, Geis Bosch was granted the trademark a few 
months later.136 
 
Another trader who frustrated Disney in registering a Mickey trademark in the Spanish Patent 
and Trademark Office was Manuel Osa. In November 1934, he applied for a Mickey 
trademark consisting of an original drawing of the mouse pouring a sparkling beverage into a 
QDUURZJODVVZLWKWKHOHJHQGµDOZD\VRUGHUWKHGHOLFLRXVDSHULWLI¶VHH)LJXUH137 Despite 
(or because of) the application being limited to aperitifs and carbonated drinks, his attempt to 
register a trademark was opposed by Walt Disney.138 Interestingly, Disney now included in 
his opposition an appendix with a copy of the US copyright certificate he received in 1931.139 
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Instead of withdrawing the application, Osa defiantly contested the opposition to his 
DSSOLFDWLRQ+HKRPHGLQRQWKUHHPDMRULVVXHV)LUVWO\HFKRLQJ*HLV%RVFK¶VDUJXPHQWKH
used the lack of Spanish trademark registrations held by Disney as a touchstone to interrogate 
the basis of this opposition. Secondly, he criticised the ongoing Disney licensing practices in 
Spain as an attempt to create a de facto monopoly which, if sanctioned by the comptroller, 
would undermine the very logic of trademark registration which limited rights to particular 
classes of goods and services. Thirdly, he suggested that a pending trademark application, 
recently submitted by Disney for a magazine for children, was the appropriate scope of any 
intangible property right Disney should be given, if any.140  
 
 
Figure 8. Spanish registered trademark 86,388. Courtesy of AHOEPM 
 
Additionally, Osa drew attention to the existence of a variety of Mickey orange trademarks 
already on the register.141 2VD¶VRUKLVWUDGHPDUNDJHQW¶V142 argumentative strategy proved 
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Figure 9. Spanish registered trademark 101,116 
Courtesy of AHOEPM 
 
These major defeats put Disney international licensing practices at risk. From this time 
onward Disney representatives paid much more attention to their trademark strategies and the 
contractual arrangements underpinning them in Spain.144 In February 1935, Disney opposed a 
trademark application lodged by the famous Italian publisher Lotario Vecchi.145 Although 
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Vecchi had agreed with the Disney agent to withdraw his application,146 Disney still filed an 
opposition, presumably as a shot across the bow of other traders. The defence was 
unnecessary since Vecchi had already withdrawn his application.147  
 
Whilst legal struggles concerning trademark were a most frustrating experience for the 
Disney company, there were also problems with design rights. In February 1935, Disney had 
tried to register the mouse as a design (see Figure 10),148 a move the company had made in 
several countries.149 In Spain, the application did not go as smoothly as expected. It faced two 
powerful oppositions.150 The opponents used a repertoire of arguments to persuade the 
comptroller of the need to reject the application as non-compliant with the technicalities of 
Spanish law. This included highlighting that Walt Disney was obviously not resident in 
Barcelona, and thus in accordance with Spanish design law was not entitled to apply for 
industrial property protection. 
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Figure 10: Spanish Design Application 482 
Courtesy of AHOEPM 
 
 
A challenge was also mounted to the novelty of the design, a legal requirement akin to 
originality in copyright that prevented monopoly rights being granted to familiar shapes and 
appearances of commodities that could stifle competition. It was argued that the huge 
exposure of the Mickey Mouse films, advertising and other merchandise meant that any claim 
to novelty in the appearance of the character had long since expired. In one sense, this turned 
'LVQH\¶V HYLGHQFH RI KLV FODLP WR RZQHUVKLS DJDLQVW KLP 7KH GHYHORSPHQW RI D ODUge and 
VXFFHVVIXO OLFHQVHG QHWZRUN DQG XQOLFHQVHG XVHV RI µLQWHOOHFWXDO SURSHUW\¶ LURQLFDOO\
prevented him from claiming the requisite level of novelty required to register his own design 
right. Still, Disney insisted on submitting a copy of the US copyright certificate, which 
predictably led to the distinction between copyright and industrial property again being raised 
as an obstacle to the registration.151 Finally, the lack of specification of the class of goods and 
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services in which his design was going to be applied was also highlighted as an impediment 
WR UHJLVWUDWLRQ'LVQH\¶VDSSOLFDWLRQIRUDQ LQGXVWULDOGHVLJQ IDLOHGKRZHYHUDQDSSOLFDWLRQ
for an artistic design was granted in December 1935, recognising the existence of a Disney 
representative in Barcelona. From these examples it is clear that the Spanish people truly 
loved this mouse, across many iterations. However, from a legal point of view, the most 
interesting aspect to note is that the first steps of Disney in Spain were marked by a 
significant struggle to ascertain any rights against local entrepreneurs. There was an initial 
VXFFHVVIXO UHVLVWDQFH WR WKH H[SDQVLRQ RI WKH 'LVQH\ HPSLUH 5DWKHU WKDQ DVVLVW 'LVQH\¶V
ambitions, Spanish copyright and industrial property law was initially helpful in maintaining 
local rights and activities against the claims of the larger US corporation. But Disney was 
able to mobilise those local rights and capitalise on them to create an infrastructure for his 
international enterprise. This raises an important but familiar question about the relationship 




In legal literature there is a presumption that law is not only master of its own domain, but 
also rules over social and economic life, dictating what is possible and policing infringements 
and violations. Many business historians have also followed this approach. However, whilst 
culture and economy do not operate in ignorance of this legal will to power and influence, as 
the first years of Disney in Spain show, there has always been a wide scope for selection, 
negotiation, mediation, indifference and resistance. This essay shows how productive those 
processes were, without necessarily disrupting the orderly appearance of the established 
categories of copyright, design and trademark. While Spanish law did not appear to advance 
in this period to facilitate the growth of international trade, processes of appropriation, 
collaboration and investment advanced nonetheless, repositioning simple agricultural produce 
like oranges to link them to and develop a cultural economy. Thus we argue that in this 
period the most significant legal changes to appreciate are not those that occurred on the 
surface of the positive law, but the legal and commercial practices that emerged alongside it. 
 
Our brief historical account appears to evidence a business shift in the early twentieth century 
± significant changes in activities and orientations whereby manufactures came to support 
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merchandising, advertising and distribution. Along with this shift there was a corresponding 
change underway in the genealogy of signs, from trademarks to brands. The two are often 
perceived as encompassing different traditions and patterns of circulation; to signify different 
relationships and values. While trademark affords legal rights, associated with particular 
signs and attached to nominated goods, and later services, brands have been frequently 
defined as far more amorphous entities. Counter-intuitively, trademark ownership was not 
essential for effective licensing of the marks, probably to avoid being bogged down in 
legislative differences manifested in comparative trademark law throughout the twentieth 
century. Brands generated meaning and authority from their deployment and interactions with 
traders and the public. Accordingly, we argue that the significance of the Disney corporation 
as a metaphor for the evolution of intellectual property laws should not be read in terms of 
the idea of Disney as an aggressive rights holder from the start, stifling creativity and 
competition across time and space, with the advantage of a privileged position before the law. 
Rather, the company exemplifies a much more complex and remarkable achievement ± 
turning a small mouse character into a famous brand and able to capitalise in the way the sign 
came to imbue ordinary, everyday objects and experiences with symbolic meaning. In doing 
so, the most important strategy was surely collaborative in nature, enrolling and learning 
from local entrepreneurs, consumers and manufacturers alreDG\ LQ SODFH EHIRUH 'LVQH\¶V





* Archival sources are from collections abbreviated as follows: AHOEPM = Archivo Histórico de la 
Oficina Española de Patentes y Marcas, (Madrid, Spain); AME: L'archivio storico Arnoldo 
Mondadori Editore (Milan, Italy); AMPAS = Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences (Los 
Angeles, California); BN = Biblioteca Nacional de España (Madrid, Spain); COAPI = Archivo del 
Colegio de Agentes de la Propiedad Industrial (Madrid, Spain); NA = National Archives (Kew, UK); 
RS = Archivo Rogelio Sanchís (Valencia, Spain). Thanks to Patricio Sáiz, Tiziano Chiesa, Ángel 
Fernández González, Julia Hudson-Richards, Rogelio Sanchís, Fabio Gadducci, Emilia de la Peña, 
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